The Green Rush has arrived.
Ganja.com is proud to offer GNJ Utility Tokens as a means to usher us into the new
era of blockchain-enabled cannabis distribution. With worldwide brand
recognition and well established subcultures at our disposal, Ganja.com is ready to
become one of the most dominant and valuable players in the industry.
From a fully transactional peer-to-peer marketplace to a Google Maps-based ganja
geolocator, the Ganja.com team has developed a multitude of web assets to help
bring our vision to fruition and spread ganja to the masses. The Ganja.com line of
apparel is soon to follow.
Ganja.com has amassed a BETA sign-up user count of almost 300 thousand and
counting. In building our web applications, an extraordinary amount of emphasis
has been placed on user security, distributed blockchain network infrastructure,
and anonymous payment options; including the integration of cryptocurrencies
such as Monero, Zcash and the upcoming GNJ Token.
With the cannabis industry already approaching an estimated $10 billion in sales
this year alone, projections are on track to reach $22 billion by 2020 as barriers
continue to melt away. After three years of programming and development, we
are excited to share this token pre-sale opportunity to strategically position
ourselves atop this blossoming industry.
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What's in a name?
The name 'Ganja' stems from the Sanskrit translation of hemp dubbed thousands
of years ago by ancient Hindus. Standing the test of time, the word 'ganja' is
consistently spoken throughout pop culture and often touted as the cooler, more
politically correct synonym for cannabis. In movies and television, 'ganja' is often
used in dialog when using 'marijuana' or 'cannabis' is inappropriate.
Along with being an influential sacrament of the Rastafarian religion, Jamaican
culture has popularized the word - giving way to a hugely marketable subculture
with ganja at its core.
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With the advent of cannabis soon becoming fully legal in North America,
there is a rising need for secure, censor-proof and transparent exchange
platforms for both cannabis users and cannabis vendors. Most big banks
still refuse to acknowledge cannabis businesses as legitimate enterprises
– effectively blocking business owners from using their established
payment systems and deeming them “high risk” or bad actors.
Enter Ethereum blockchain
technology. Decentralized
blockchain applications are the
logical choice for businesses
involved in the cannabis
industry. Ganja.com has already
developed testnet blockhain
applications that may just turn
out to be the foundation of how
all cannabis products are
distributed both P2P and B2B.
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Ganja.com allows anyone to
sell their products and reach
thousands of Ganja customers
Being ﬁrst to market, we believe Ganja.com
may become one of the largest online
marketplaces where any ganjapreneur can list
their cannabis products for sale.

Ganja.com Sellers sign up and pay a one-time fee of $99
In order to maintain a quality database, Seller
accounts and ganja products are subject to
approval before any sale is made.
• Seller pays $1 per product listing for the
life of that product (no matter the quantity)
• Products listed in more than 20 categories
• Trusted and secure shopping experience
• Sellers choose how they get paid - from
GNJ, to Bitcoin, to most major credit cards
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Ganja.com brings simplicity to the
complex process of selling online
Once a seller account is approved in under 24 hours,
the seller is greeted with a Getting Started Wizard.

The Getting Started Wizard guides the Seller through the process of
adding their ﬁrst product. Once the ﬁrst product is added, all of the
Seller’s tools become accessible in their account.
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Secure Anonymous Payments
Recent advances in encrypted Ethereum-based payment systems have
allowed Ganja.com to take full advantage of emerging blockhain payment
technologies. Market customers can feel safe knowing that they have the
option of paying using digital currencies like Bitcoin or the GNJ Token.
Individual sellers have full
control at all times over the
payment methods that they
offer their customers.
GNJ Token payments can also
provide loyalty perks and are
the ideal choice for making
payment quickly and securely.
Credit card processing is also
available to sellers who have
ofﬂine merchant credit card
processing capabilities.
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to anonymously purchase products
from multiple vendors.
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Sellers choose where and how they ship.
We have given the seller complete control over the shipping methods they can provide. Whether
the seller is shipping via FedEx airmail or a local bicycle courier inside of a 10 mile radius, sellers
can deﬁne an unlimited number of custom shipping types, zones, and rates.
As the laws relax, sellers can can relax
knowing they can create or modify their
shipping zones at any time. Sellers can
also create shipping zones that are
speciﬁc to certain products.
For example, a seller may not want to
ship ganja nationally, but would still like
to be able to ship their collection of
unique smoking pipes worldwide.

We strive to make sure every action that takes
place on Ganja.com is done above board and in a
safe and secure manner.
If a Ganja.com user tries to purchase a product
that does not ship to their shipping address, they
will not be able to complete the checkout
process with that product.
Sellers can also deﬁne
ﬂat-rate fees for any
shipping location that falls
outside of their deﬁned
shipping range(s).
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Every ganja
establishment
in one place.
Ganja.com Maps is more than
just a database of dispensaries.
It’s ﬁngertip access to ganja
anywhere at any time - wherever
you may be in the world.
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Ganja.com Maps offers up more location categories than any other site.
Instead of just a generic list of
dispensaries, the intuitive
Ganja.com Maps interface
helps you to geolocate a source
for whatever ganja product or
service you may need.
Whether you’re in need of a
medical ganja prescription, a
brand new vape, or simply a
ganja-friendly coffee shop in an
unfamiliar town, Ganja.com
Maps will help you ﬁnd what
you’re looking for.
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Ganja.com Maps has something for everybody.
Ganja.com Maps will offer different monthly packages to cater to every
business, paid for in GNJ. Higher priced options will provide more listing
features and perks like prioritized listings and more category placements.

Stand out
on the map.
Featured or “Best Rated” listings
also have the beneﬁt of
displaying larger icons on the
map to be more visible to users.
Featured listings always appear at the top of search results. Users will be
able to make use of their GNJ tokens in various ways, such as boosting the
exposure of their listings or subsidizing the purchase of multiple listings.
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Embracing ganja culture.
Ganja.com isn’t just a brand, it’s a well-established subcultural
movement on the brink of becoming a way of life.
As ganja laws become more accepting, more and more people
will want to wear their red, green, and gold with pride.

Say it without
saying it.
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Ganja is hip, it’s
politically correct, and
has enormous branding
potential given the right
endorsement.
Ganja’s a plant, but it’s
also a culture. In our
world there’s a little
ganja for everyone.
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